Addendum # 2  
File # 16-0264 (16-06AA)  
Project: Foundation Work for Leif Erikson Viking Ship Enclosure

This addendum serves to notify all bidders of the following changes to the solicitation documents:

The following documents prepared by Krech Ojard & Associates, Inc. is added to and shall become a part of the specifications and drawings for this project.

Please acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by initialing and dating Addendum #2 below the bid form on the invitation for bids.

Posted March 7, 2016.
ADDENDUM NO. 2

March 7, 2016

Krech Ojard & Associates, Inc. - Engineers & Architects
227 West First Street, Suite 500, Duluth, MN  55802
KOA Project No. 12P397

PROJECT:

Leif Erikson Viking Ship Enclosure
Foundation Bid Package

CLARIFICATIONS

1. Question: What is overall height and width of the decorative embed plate shown?
   • Response: The decorative embed plate can be cut from a 1′-6” x 2′-2” rectangular
     section. There are four (4) total embed plates in the concrete scope of work.

2. Question: What thickness is the decorative embed plate?
   • Response: The thickness for the decorative option is ½” plate.

3. Question: What finish is required?
   • Response: The decorative plate option should be bid as shop primed and painted. See
     notes on S001 for paint specification. Final finish may be completed by others. If a
     finish by others option is selected, scheduling of fabrication and delivery of final finished
     embed will be coordinated with selected contractor.

4. Clarification: 3/S502 notes ¾” rod with 180 degree bends for embed plate anchorage. 1′-0” is
   noted as the length from the stud to the inside radius of the hook. This dimension should be to
   the outside radius of the bend to allow for clear cover. Additionally, the 20 degree angle shown
   may need to be modified to 12-15 degrees to avoid anchor rod interference; this adjustment, if
   necessary, will be formalized during shop drawing review.

Plan review at the City of Duluth Building Safety Department is currently underway. Contractor is
responsible for final signatures and fees required for permit. Clarifications noted in Addenda 1 & 2 will
be consolidated on “Issued for Construction” documents and provided to the selected contractor.

END OF ADDENDUM 2